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Space and Enrollment Restrictions. There are no space and enrollment restrictions.
Expertise of Presenters:
Kalpathi Subramanian is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.
He is the PI on the NSF TUES award, Building BRIDGES Within the Undergraduate Major in Computer Science,
along with Drs. Jamie Payton, as well as a more recent NSF IUSE Award, Retaining and Engaging Computer Science
majors by Solving and Visualizing Algorithmic Problems on Real-world Data Sets, along with Drs. Payton and Erik
Saule, which is the motivation for this workshop.
Jamie Payton is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at Temple University. She is the PI of the STARS
Computing Corps, an NSF-funded alliance of 50 colleges and universities that aims to broaden participation of underrepresented groups in computing. She is the creator of the Mobile Application Development for Science program,
which leverages her research in crowdsensing (i.e., engaging the general public in collecting data using sensors embedded on mobile phones for a civic or scientific purpose) to introduce middle school students to STEM concepts. She is
a co-PI on the NSF-funded project, The Connected Learner, which aims to revolutionize CS education by connecting
students to their peers, the profession, and a purpose, and is a co-PI on the BRIDGES and IUSE projects.
Erik Saule is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. His educational research interests include the education of parallel computing, data structures, and algorithms. He serves as the
Program Chair of the 2018 Workshop on Education for High-Performance Computing (EduHPC-18). He is a co-PI of
the above mentioned NSF IUSE award and a recipient of an NSF CAREER award. He received his PhD in 2008 from
the Grenoble Institute of Technology, France
Workshop Agenda
Participants will have the needed BRIDGES software and Java, C++ or Python components prior to workshop through
distributed materials.
• BRIDGES project (overview, design, demo) (15 minutes)
• Hands-on Experience 1. Participants will be led through a simple example (scaffolded example) BRIDGES
program to ensure that they can build and generate a visualization of the data structure. For example, they will
be provided a graph of a family tree, which they can customize to represent their own family. (30 min)
• Break (10 min.)
• Hands-on Experience 2. Participants will choose (vote) from a set of 3-4 example real-world data set/data structure combination (IMDB Actor/Movie data, USGIS quake data, Song Lyrics, Books); to ensure the attendees are
able to complete this example, all attendees will work through the chosen example (extensions to the example
will be provided for early finishers). Scaffolding/starter code will be provided for each example, which should
help the participants complete the project. Some examples can be seen at http://bridgesuncc.github.io/)(75 min)
• Results/Feedback/Discussion. Participants will present their results from the BRIDGES exercise, discuss difficulties they faced with BRIDGES, and the issues they face in teaching data structures/algorithms courses,
suggest improvements. They will also complete a survey. (45 min)
Audio/Visual and Computer Requirements Workshop attendees should bring their own laptops to work through
exercises using the BRIDGES software infrastructure (else pairing up is also acceptable). Access to power outlets is
needed as this is a hands-on workshop. WiFi access is needed to support interaction with the BRIDGES server. A
projector is needed for presentation to the audience.
Other Critical Information This workshop will advance the goal of finding new and potential adopters of this software system, a principal and current goal of our NSF iUSE project.
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